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STATEMENT ON THE SUBJECT:

The City Council will consider urging the Administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to support reducing greenhouse gas pollution under the
Clean Air Act.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1)  Adopt Resolution No.  13- qa0 ,  "A RESOLUTION OF THE

CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD TO

THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY IN SUPPORT OF REDUCING

GREENHOUSE GAS POLLUTION UNDER THE CLEAN AIR

ACT."

2)  Send copies of the signed resolutions to President Barack

Obama,  Senator Dianne Feinstein,  Senator Barbara Boxer,

Congressmember Adam Schiff,     Senator Ted Leiu,

Assemblymember Richard Bloom, and the Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency,  as well as the Southern

California Air Quality Management District.

BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS:

Climate change is having a profound effect on our lives. The decade from 2000

to 2010 was the warmest on record, and January through September 2012 were
the warmest first nine months of any year on record for the contiguous U. S.

One of the world' s leading climate scientists, Dr. James Hansen, stated in 2008,

If humanity wishes to preserve a planet similar to that on which civilization
developed and to which life on Earth is adapted,  paleoclimate evidence and

climate change suggest that CO2 will need to be reduced from its current 385
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ppm to at most 350 ppm.  The current level of CO2 in the atmosphere is

approximately 392 parts per millioni (ppm).

The Environmental Protection Agency determined that current and future

greenhouse gas concentrations endanger public health,  and according to the
Global Humanitarian Forum climate change is already responsible every year for
some 300,000 deaths,  325 million people seriously affected,  and economic

losses worldwide of U. S. $ 125 billion.

Extreme weather events,  most notably heat waves and precipitation extremes,
are striking with increased frequency.  In the United States in 2011 alone,  a

record 14 weather and climate disasters occurred,  including droughts,  heat

waves,  and floods,  that cost at least $ 1 billion each in damages and loss of

human lives.   Climate change also creates conditions that lead to more

destructive storms like 2012' s Superstorm Sandy, by loading storms with more
energy.

Climate change is affecting food security by reducing the growth and yields of
important crops. Water supply is being altered by droughts, floods and changes

in snowpack.  Scientists have concluded that by 2100 as many as one in 10

species may be on the verge of extinction due to climate change.

Global sea level is rising 60 percent faster than projected by the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, threatening millions of Americans
with severe flooding.

For four decades, the Clean Air Act has protected the air we breathe through a

proven, comprehensive, successful system of pollution control that saves lives

and creates economic benefits exceeding its costs by many times. The Clean Air

Act,  has improved air quality in this country significantly since 1970,  despite

major growth both in our economy and industrial production, and has produced

economic benefits valued at $ 2 trillion or 30 times the cost of regulation. The

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency is in a position to enforce
the Clean Air Act to reduce carbon in our atmosphere to no more than 350 parts

per million.

By passing this resolution, West Hollywood will join more than 50 other U. S.

cities in supporting use of the Clean Air Act to make meaningful, rapid cuts in

greenhouse gas pollution.

EVALUATION:

Staff will track and report back to Council on any developments and updates on
the issue.



ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND HEALTH:

The purpose of this resolution is to ensure that public health and the environment

will be protected.

CONFORMANCE WITH VISION 2020 AND THE GOALS OF THE WEST

HOLLYWOOD GENERAL PLAN:

This item is consistent with West Hollywood' s Ongoing Strategic Programs of
Actively Participating in Regional Issues.  This item is consistent with the

following General Plan goal: IRC-7: Improve air quality and reduce emissions
of air pollution.

OFFICE OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY:

Offices of Councilmember Abbe Land and Councilmember John Heilman and

City Lobbyist.

FISCAL IMPACT:

None.
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RESOLUTION NO. 13 N-NN

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD TO THE

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY IN SUPPORT OF

REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS POLLUTION

UNDER THE CLEAN AIR ACT.

THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD DOES

HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS:

WHEREAS, the decade from 2000 to 2010 was the warmest on record,

and January through September 2012 were the warmest first nine months of any
year on record for the contiguous U. S.; and

WHEREAS,  one of the world' s leading climate scientists,  Dr.  James

Hansen, stated in 2008, " If humanity wishes to preserve a planet similar to that
on which civilization developed and to which life on Earth is adapted,

paleoclimate evidence and climate change suggest that CO2 will need to be

reduced from its current 385 ppm to at most 350 ppm. The current level of CO2

in the atmosphere is approximately 392 parts per millioni ( ppm); and

WHEREAS, the Environmental Protection Agency determined that current
and future greenhouse gas concentrations endanger public health, and according

to the Global Humanitarian Forum climate change is already responsible every
year for some 300,000 deaths,  325 million people seriously affected,  and

economic losses worldwide of U. S. $ 125 billion; and

WHEREAS,  extreme weather events,  most notably heat waves and

precipitation extremes, are striking with increased frequency. In the United States  ,

in 2011 alone,  a record 14 weather and climate disasters occurred,  including
droughts, heat waves, and floods, that cost at least $ 1 billion each in damages

and loss of human lives; and

WHEREAS,  climate change also creates conditions that lead to more

destructive storms like 2012' s Superstorm Sandy, by loading storms with more
energy; and

WHEREAS,  climate change is affecting food security by reducing the
growth and yields of important crops. Water supply is being altered by droughts,
floods and changes in snowpack.  Scientists have concluded that by 2100 as
many as one in 10 species may be on the verge of extinction due to climate
change; and



WHEREAS, global sea level is rising 60 percent faster than projected by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,   threatening millions of

Americans with severe flooding; and

WHEREAS, for four decades, the Clean Air Act has protected the air we

breathe through a proven, comprehensive, successful system of pollution control

that saves lives and creates economic benefits exceeding its costs by many
times. The Clean Air Act,  has improved air quality in this country significantly
since 1970, despite major growth both in our economy and industrial production,
and has produced economic benefits valued at $ 2 trillion or 30 times the cost of

regulation; and

WHEREAS,  the U. S.  Supreme Court ruled in Massachusetts vs.  EPA

2007) that greenhouse gases are " air pollutants" as defined by the Clean Air Act
and the Environmental Protection Agency has the authority to regulate them;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the City Council of the City
of West Hollywood hereby urge the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency to move swiftly to fully employ and enforce the Clean Air Act to do our
part to reduce carbon in our atmosphere to no more than 350 parts per million.


